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Speaking in the Granada Cinema, Maidstone, today, Mr. R.S. Hudson, Minister of

agriculture, toldhis audience that they, in the front line of England, had done
magnificent work in the face of great difficulties. "And yet, despite these difficulties,
and indeed Decause of your very success in overcoming them, I am here to ask you to get
that further increase that we still need".

Mr.

Hudson said that all were anxious that this year should see not only the
defeat of the U-boat menace but the launching of powerful attacks on the enemy. The
enemy must be given no breathing space, and the fulfilment of that aim depended in cart
on the men and women who by their efforts in producing food at home could release the
indispensable shipping. Imports must be kept down to an absolute minimum.

The Tightening Process The Minister quoted Lord Woolton as saying that the food
situation would be more difficult and that the process of tightening our belts would be
continued,

Some of his hearers might be disturbed because barley which they had expected

to feed to livestock must now go into the loaf. That ms one example of the tightening
process from which there was no escape.

The
Old Year's Task Mr. Hudson said that the old year’s task would not be completed

until the harvested crops were preserved from harm and put on the market in sound

condition. Careful thatching of stacks, destruction of vermin, proper clamping of

potatoes and similar preservative operations were a vital part of war-time farming.
Not many people thought that the target set last summer of an extra 600,000 acres

of wheat could he achieved, but Mr. Hudson himself had never had any doubt. Now he had
the evidence of the December 4th returns that with the spring wheat the target would be
reached. That was a staggering performance.

And the New In the spring every possible acre must be sown to barley or spring wheat,
to meet the demand for flour needed for the loaf. It would have to be largely at the

expense of oats. Barley was better than oats for the quality of the loaf, and because of
lbs lower percentage of husk it provided nearly twice as much flour to the acre -

9 1/2 cwt, as against 5 cwt, Some oats would still be needed for livestock, for oatmeal

and for inclusion with wheat and barley in flour. We must also do our best with
potatoes, sugar beet and vegetables.

The Prospects Mr. Hudson did not share the view that we could not count on a

repetition of last year’s record yields. Although we had had good yielding weather much

of the credit was due to improved efficiency in farming. He hoped that improvement would

continue. Unless the weather was very adverse, Mr. Hudson saw no reason why we steuld

not have a cycle of yields well above the ten year pre-war average.

Milk In the South Eastern Region, sales of milk had increased by 8 1/2% over December, 1911
out they were still 3% below December, 1938. However, taken as a whole, dairy farmers in

all regions were deserving of praise. They had overcome great difficulties, and the
total sales off farms in the United Kingdom were higher this year than ever. Those for

December, 1942 were an all-time December record.

Dairy Cattle Mr. Hudson said that he had been disappointed at the poor quality of

many cattle he had seen on dairy farms. We had and were proud of a reputation as

breeders of livestock, but there was toe wide a gap between the quality of stock kept
by the most efficient dairy farmers and that seen on too many dairy farms. The man with
Go°r quality cows should do his best to raise the standard of milk production per cow.

Dairying would continue to play a major role in post-war agriculture. We needed to pay
more attention t o proper breeding and feeding. Sound breeding involved the use of good
sires and careful selection of heifers. Far too many nondescript calves, fit only for

immediate slaughter, were being produced.



Milk Recording Recording was the key to better yields. Mr. Hudson had been told

by the Milk Marketing Board that the first enrolment of 5,000 under the new Junior

Recording Scheme was encouraging. There were about 5,000 in the Senior Scheme, but

obviously 10,000 out of 140,000 milk producers left the majority still unrecorded.

Modern Farming Practices Although, Mr. Hudson said, thanks to the effort of all

concerned we should probably get a net increase of 750,000 acres in the area under

tallage crops for 1943, there were still some who were slow to recognise that

maximum production required a new outlook on farming practices. We had to get rid

of the notion that there was a peculiar virtue in untouched grassland and that

intensive ploughing up of grassland and growing of crops for direct human consumption
meant a loss of soil fertility. If we took the plough round the farm we should be

steadily renewing and restoring and in most cases increasing fertility.

“Help Your Neighbour” All farmers should co-operate, not only by sharing knowledge,
but material resources as well. The fullest possible use should be made of labour,
machinery, fertilisers andfeedingstuffs. "Help your Neighbour" had been the slogan
for 1942 but in 1943 the Minister asked his audience to put the practice on a more

systematic basis.

Machinery Pools Parish Machinery Pools had been at work for several months in

Hertfordshire, the East Riding of Yorkshire, Buckinghamshire and West Sussex. Earners

in an area of about 2,500 acres should get together, list their machinery, and work

out a system of using their resources for the benefit of all. No man should allow a

tractor or other implement to lie idle while his neighbour needed it. Old machines

that had been replaced by new should not stand discarded and rusty but should be sold

to a local dealer so that someone else could use them.

Labour Shortage of skilled labour, the Minister said, had been a major handicap.

Although in numbers we bad by substitution more than made up our war-time losses it

was of the utmost difficulty to keep pace with the needs of additional acreage.

Mr. Hudson was sure that this year 's labour problems would be tackled with the same

indomitable spirit. It was unlikely that the Army would be able to give much help

- this year, but there were two very valuable sources of extra labour - the Women’s

Land Army and Italian prisoners of war.

The Women ’s Land Army now numbered over 53,000, and we should need nearly as many

again in 1943. Kent already employed more W.L.A. members than any other county.

The Minister had been most interested to hear of the excellent W.L.A. demonstration in

the county two months before, and was greatly pleased by the high standard reached

by the Land Girls in performing a wide,variety of farming operations. He wanted to

see other counties following Kent's example• Kent, had been the Pioneer in an

extremely successful arrangement, attaching Land Girls to practically all of the

threshing sets in the County. It was up to the farmers to keep their Land Girls and

to keep them happy; to treat them fairly and to make them feel welcome in a way of

life new and strange to most of them.

Italian Prisoners There were already a considerable number of these working in

the County, and the Minister hoped that during this year it would be possible to make

further prisoners available. Much depended on shipping, but some of the new

prisoners should be at work by the Autumn.

Part-time Volunteers This year, Mr. Hudson said, we should have to rely largely

on patriotic part-time volunteers, and this type of labour must be used to the full.
No willing helper should be turned away. Those who offered their services in 1941 or

1942 but were not called upon should not hold back this year.

Post-War Policy The Minister said that it was the Government's intention to

maintain a healthy and-well-balanced agriculture as an essential and permanent feature

of national policy after the war. They had been working on this vital problem for

some time, and Mr. Hudson hoped that it would be possible bo enter on confidential

discussions with the industry in the not very distant future, although it might be

some little time before any public statement could be made. He asked his .audience

to have patience, to put confidence in their leaders, and to carry on with the

immediate task of still further increasing the production of food.
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Industry and Agriculture The Minister had been struck by the helpful and

sympathetic documents that had teen published by industrial organisations of one

kind and another. These were very significant as showing that leading, industrialists

shared our anxiety to prevent agriculture from relapsing into the unfortunate

position of the 1930's, and that they realised that it ms not against their own

interests to have an agriculture based on a sound, long-term policy. Mr. Hudson had

no hesitation in saying that this attitude had been prompted in no small measure by

admiration for the achievements of farmers in the past three years*

"You have shown', the Minister concluded, "that you can produce the goods;

that given reasonable conditions you are prepared to tackle your Job with efficiency
and enthusiasm. It now remains for you all, with the help of Providence, to achieve

another record this year".
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